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Part 2 – A TECHNICAL VIEW OF GOTRIS 

In this section of the project report, we will describe GOTRIS from a technical and architectural 
perspective. The purpose of this section is to provide an understanding of the way the platform is 
built up and the building blocks that are used to develop the GOTRIS platform. 

This could also serve as a ‘blueprint’ for a future specification when a River Information Service 
platform is to be tendered prior to an actual implementation. 

GOTRIS’s overarching architecture 

One of the principles that has guided the development is that a GOTRIS platform should support a 
federated approach, not only at system sourcing but also organisational and policy level. 

Even though a GOTRIS hub with a catalogue of defined services needs to be sourced and maintained 
within an organisation or entity, other organisations in the federation should be able to develop their 
own services and functionalities based on the service specifications. The user interfaces in the 
GOTRIS demonstration should probably be developed and incorporated into the enterprise solutions 
at hand in the respective organisations, thus using the FrontEnd services in GOTRIS for validation, 
communication, etc. (e.g. the Pilot interface implemented by SMA in the Pilot PC, Train operator 
interface implemented by STA in the train operation centre software, etc.) 

For this reason we chose to take a service-orientation approach in the design and development of 
GOTRIS. A strict service approach has also been used  for the internal communication between sub-
modules. This approach generated both advantages and challenges, described later in this document. 

The GOTRIS system only functions properly if the rather complex and defragmented end-to-end 
information flows work perfectly. Even simplified process maps (see Appendix 1: GOTRIS information 
flows) depict this very clearly. This is something that is not necessarily fully compatible with the 
GOTRIS pilot’s decentralised and asynchronous design approach and needs to be considered in 
future development. 

The GOTRIS platform is basically built up from a set of well-defined subsystems each of which has a 
specific task. 

 GOTRIS hub 

 The Voyage module 

 The AIS module 

 The Train module 

 The Prognosis module 

 The FrontEnd 

The functionalities and specifications of these are explained in the section below. 
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The GOTRIS hub 

 

 

General purpose of the GOTRIS hub 

The purpose of the GOTRIS information hub is to connect all incoming data streams to any outgoing 
subscribers of that information. Some parts of GOTRIS’s business logic are implemented in the hub, 
especially recurring tasks performed without user actions. It shall also store metadata for GOTRIS, 
such as geographical data, and calendars for the objects (bridges, locks) covered by the system. The 
hub is also responsible for storing all the data passing through the system (in the demo environment 
anyway). Whether this will be necessary in a future version of GOTRIS depends on the general 
approach the platform will take when measuring performance and for data collection. 

The building blocks of the GOTRIS hub 

The nexus is basically an enterprise service bus, ESB (Microsoft BizTalk Server), with the main 
purpose of routing data between data sources, the GOTRIS hub application server and other GOTRIS 
modules. The choice of an ESB solution was made based on some architectural 
principles/requirements (easily plug-in new data sources/modules regardless of preferred 
communication techniques/protocols/message formats, easily exchangeable data sources/modules, 
compliant with an overarching federating approach, etc.). Another, at least equally important, reason 
for this choice was the intention to use in-house preferred techniques and MS BTS at the STA as an 
integration platform. In the limited context of the GOTRIS pilot, the developing partners involved 
were able to agree on message formats and communication protocols fairly easily. The decision has 
also been made not to use extensive BTS business process orchestration functionality (all business 
logic in the hub is placed on the application server), re-sending possibilities (as a real-time system 
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GOTRIS would generally be harmed by distributing ‘old data’), ordered delivery, advanced failure 
handling or any other of complex value-adding features. On the other hand, ESB as a concept 
imposes more complexity, adds some data latency and introduces a number of possible failure 
points. The licence costs also need to be considered when making sharp decisions about 
standardised ‘off-the-shelf’ integration platforms. With all this in mind, potential further 
development of GOTRIS should include an architectural overview of requirements/needs in order to 
make a qualified decision regarding the use of an ESB or similar concepts/products.  

The hub application server hosts a series of applications designed to further enrich the data, perform 
logical tests and complement data before they are stored in the hub database and forwarded to 
(internal) subscribers of the information. The hub database stores all the data shipped through the 
platform in a short-term perspective. Older data are archived and automatically sent to long-term 
data storage outside the GOTRIS hub for data warehousing purposes. This ‘last minute’-developed 
FTP functionality should be overseen by us, against the intention of often demanding some kind of 
manual support from the GOTRIS hub operational staff. The database also holds metadata from 
registers that are used to configure the system and parameters that control some of the system 
behaviour. 

Technical architecture 

For more details, see Appendix 2: GOTRIS hub SAD, Design View. 

 

Components and interfaces 

The Application Server (AS) is responsible for all system-wide business logic in GOTRIS regarding 
messaging. The AS owns the GOTRIS database. AS is marked in blue in the image above. 

The AS consists of two separate Windows Services. One is implemented as a WCF service 
(GOTRIS.Nav.WCF) that listens for messages from external modules and processes business logic and 
the other is implemented as a worker process performing active cyclic tasks in the background 
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(GOTRIS.Nav.Agent).

 

 

 

The AS has the following public interfaces for data input: 

Interface Description 

IViva Weather data 

IAIS Ship position data (AIS) 

IGotris Data from other GOTRIS modules 

ITrain Train data from UTIN module 

IAgent Messages from background worker agent 

  

The Agent has a number of tasks running in the background. The AS Agent’s main responsibility is to 
perform work in the background, as opposed to the WCF component of the AS, which is responsible 
for processing real-time data.  

The AS Agent has the following tasks running in the background: 

Task Description 
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CalendarAgent Sends calendar to the FrontEnd and Optimisation modules at cyclic 
intervals (data push) 

GotrisBoatAgent Keeps track of active GOTRIS boats 

ObjectListAgent Sends the GOTRIS object list to the Optimisation module and the FrontEnd, 
if there are any changes to it (trigger-based push) 

WarningAgent Sends warnings to the FrontEnd according to a warning algorithm based on 
Prognosis and Bookings (trigger-based push) 

VivaAgent Triggers a request to fetch new weather data (VIVA) at cyclic intervals 
(trigger-based data pull) 

 

 

Information architecture 

 

The main purpose of the information model is to establish a common GOTRIS vocabulary by defining 
central information objects and their relationships. The model is a natural starting point when 
analysing functional changes and future requirements. For more details, see Appendix 3: GOTRIS 
information model. The information model is independent of implementation patterns, but it could 
be used successfully along with other relevant material as a requirement of GOTRIS IT future 
development. For details regarding the GOTRIS pilot database design, see Appendix 4: GOTRIS hub 
SAD, Database/Domain Model – GOTRIS. 
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PROGNOSIS, the central information object in GOTRIS’s information model, is calculated from 
PROGNOSISINPUT, a framework object containing a number of information objects. PROGNOSIS 
always refers to a VESSEL but also considers other PROGNOSISs to optimise the big picture. Some 
attributes of VESSEL are also relevant to PROGNOSIS, for example min/max speed, length/width, 
vertical clearance, etc. BARRIER is owned by BARRIEROWNER and categorised by BARRIERTYPE, for 
example bridge or lock. The PROGNOSIS tells us when VESSEL is calculated to reach BARRIER. Speed 
recommendation is an important attribute of PROGNOSIS, which indicates the VESSEL speed to keep 
to meet the PROGNOSIS. The M:M relationship PROGNOSISROW contains all the barriers included in 
the PROGNOSIS and points out all the prognosiss that include the BARRIER. As there are no specific 
follow-up requirements for these parameters PROGNOSISROW is not defined as an information 
object. BOOKING is categorised by BOOKINGTYPE, for example maintenance work, vessel, 
agreement, etc., it is created by BARRIEROWNER and it always refers to a BARRIER. It could also refer 
to a VESSEL. BOOKING defines a time interval when any VESSEL not intended by the BOOKING is not 
allowed to pass the BARRIER. VESSEL is piloted by PILOT and positioned by VESSELPOSITION. VOYAGE 
is based on ARRIVALNOTIFICATION and PILOTPLANNING and describes the VESSEL itinerary. VOYAGE 
is a chronological list of DESTINATION, which is categorised by DESTINATIONTYPE, for example port 
or pilot station. The M:M relationship VOYAGEROW contains all destinations included in VOYAGE and 
also points out all voyages in which DESTINATION is included. As there are no special follow-up 
requirements for these parameters, VOYAGEROW is not defined as an information object. 
WEATHERSTATION describes the weather conditions at certain geographic points, for example 
visibility, wind, water level, etc. DISTANCE is a line between two geographic points containing 
different types of data relevant to calculating PROGNOSISs, for example speed limit, limited 
accessibility or water flows (currently only speed limit). 

Even if calendar is an important concept in GOTRIS, it has not been defined as an information 
object. From an information perspective, calendar is only a specific view of BOOKING and 
PROGNOSIS together with their relationships to BARRIER and VESSEL. 
In principle, there are three levels of configuration options: 

User level: The parameters set by the pilot when logging on, describing the pilot’s intentions, and the 
vessel and its performance (measures, maximum speed, need for bridge  openings, etc.). 

Object level: The object register has been the part of the platform where we have described the 
geographical, physical and some behavioural contexts of the system. The object types include port, 
bridge, lock, speed limit, etc. Each one has a set of type-specific, relevant attributes. For more details, 
see Appendix 5: GOTRIS hub SAD, GOTRIS Objects. 

System level: There is a set of different configurable system parameters that define some parts of 
the system behaviour, e.g. how often to run background jobs, default values for vessel speed, etc. 
For more details, see Appendix 6: GOTRIS hub SAD, System parameters. 

We believe it is important also in a future realisation of GOTRIS that flexibility is built into the system 
by parameterising areas where changes and tuning can be expected. In the GOTRIS pilot, 
configurations at object and system levels require scripting, i.e. the involvement of several actors 
including operational GOTRIS hub staff. In a fully operational mode, some kind of administration 
service/interface with appropriate access management should be developed instead. 
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Communication architecture 

 

 

 

All data contracts are defined by xsd schemas. For detailed definitions and XML examples, see 
Appendix 7: GOTRIS SAD, Data Contracts. 

There is a reload service currently used by the Optimisation Module. When called, it returns (in this 
specific order): 

1. ObjectList 

2. Voyages 

3. PilotShipData 

4. Calendar 

Booking messages, including auto-booking of related objects, are handled as follows:  

Assume object A is booked for boat C in the message. If it is not a boat booking, no auto booking is 
made. 

1. If Booking has no id, a new booking is created based on message. 

a. Check if there are any dependent child objects B to A. 

i. If yes, check that child is not in the list of excluded objects for boat C. If in the list, abort auto-
booking (e.g. that C can pass under bridge without bride opening). 
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ii. If yes, check if there is any Prognosis on B for booked boat C. Look for closest Prognosis 
relative to booked start time for parent object. This will cover both upstream and downstream 
scenarios. 

iii. If yes, create an auto-booking on B for boat C based on information in Prognosis. StartTime in 
the booking = StartTime in the Prognosis. EndTime based on passage time for object defined in 
ObjectList. 

iv. If no, abort auto-booking. 

2. If Booking has id, and StartTime and EndTime have values, booking is updated based on 
message. 

a. Delete any existing child bookings created in 1). 

b. Create a new child booking using the same code as in 1). 

3. If Booking has id, but both StartTime and EndTime are null, booking is deleted. 

a. Any child bookings are also deleted. 

Voyage messages are handled as follows: 

1. Add the boat in the Voyage message as a new GOTRIS boat. 

a. If it already exists, do nothing. 

2. Delete all previous Voyages for that boat. 

3. Save new Voyage from the Voyage message.    

a. If Voyage is empty, nothing is saved. This boat now has an empty voyage. 

A Voyage is defined as a list of GOTRIS Objects that the boat is scheduled to pass. 

For more details, see Appendix 8: GOTRIS hub SAD, Process View. 
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The Train module 

 

General purpose 

The need for a Train module is driven by the fact that we currently do not have the capability to 
determine exact train positions (unlike vessel position, which is determined by the AIS message 
flow). The module is used to extract and interpret relevant train data from UTIN and to create train 
bookings on bridges. Currently, the module is plugged directly into the ITrain interface on the GOTRIS 
hub application server, unlike other GOTRIS modules, which communicate exclusively through the 
GOTRIS hub ESB. This pilot set-up deviation was motivated pragmatically by cost/time constraints. 
Note that in the future any module will be able to be used to handle train traffic over bridges, as long 
as it is plugged into the ITrain interface. 

As train bookings are made based on the interpretation of trains expected and current positions at a 
certain limited number of points, the Train module, as it looks today, is one potential source of 
unrealistic prognosiss. This could be the case, especially when the vessel passes the primer to the 
GOTRIS prognosis, as the Train module estimates train bookings with some security margins. A better 
technical infrastructure to position trains more precisely would be of great benefit to the GOTRIS 
concept. GPS and RFID were discussed during the project as two possible options. In the short term, 
the Train module could be tuned by making theoretical security margins more realistic, e.g. by closely 
analysing/measuring the time that different train types need between the nearest stop and the 
bridge. Furthermore, in this context, UTIN should be regarded as a type of middleware, which, by 
definition, means some data latency. It happened at least twice during the evaluation period that 
deviations from the timetable reached GOTRIS too late to recalculate the prognosis. From this point 
of view, it would be much better to get train data directly from master sources.  

For more details, see Appendix 9: GOTRIS UTIN module and Appendix 10: GOTRIS hub SAD, UTIN 
Data. 

 

Information architecture 

Two types of data come from UTIN: 

1)  TimeTable. Planned timetables for all trains 

2)  TrainRunning. Real-time data for one train. 

There is a system parameter (16: USE_TRAIN_DYNAMICS) that can be used to ignore imported 
TrainRunning data. UTIN will continue to send the data, but it will be ignored at import time. 

UTIN also publishes prognosiss for passenger trains, though the number of these prognosiss during 
the pilot phase was insignificant, which is why they have been ignored in the Train module. 

The data flow interval of TimeTables can be configured manually by contacting the person 
responsible at the Swedish Transport Administration. Currently, we have one month of data into the 
future. Updates are sent once per day and contain data for day n + 30. Example: TimeTables come for 
2013-10-01 00:15:00. Data are for 2013-11-02. 

TimeTable data are stored in table MESSAGE_UTIN_TimeTable and TrainRunning data are stored in 
MESSAGE_UTIN_TrainRunning. There are also some static definition tables; see below: 

Table Description 
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UTIN_Station Defines the stations immediately before and after the 
bridges. 

UTIN_BridgeStation Defines which stations are connected to which bridges. 

MESSAGE_UTIN_TimeTable Dynamic. Stores incoming data from UTIN timetable 
messages. 

MESSAGE_UTIN_TrainRunning Dynamic. Stores incoming data from UTIN train running 
real-time data. 

  

Currently the traffic over the following bridges is studied: 

1.  Marieholmsbron 

2.  Trollhättan railway bridge 

3.  Vänersborg railway bridge 

The adjacent stations are 

Bridge StationId 

Marieholmsbron GK <-> OR 

Trollhättan railway bridge THN <-> ÖX 

Vänersborg railway bridge ÖX <-> VAG 

 

1.  Get A stations of bridge definition. 

2.  Get B stations of bridge definition. 

3.  Loop over all timetables in message. 

a.  Look for A. 

b.  If A is found, look for B 

4. If A + B are found, insert one row in MESSAGE_UTIN_TimeTable, taking data from 
message. 

 

The Voyage module 

General purpose 

The Voyage module’s task is to create voyages for each vessel that will dock at a port in the GOTRIS 
area. The data on the vessel are retrieved automatically from the Swedish Maritime Administration 
using an MTA. The idea is that you should take advantage of the information that agents have 
registered regarding the ship’s arrival and departure times. Initially, it was thought that the Voyage 
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module would be integrated into the pilots’ system, but due to technical problems the Voyage 
module was supplemented with a manual registration function for pilots. 

 

Definitions 

 JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) – a compact, text-based format used to exchange 
data 

 HTML5 – a standard for markup languages HTML and XHTML used for Web interfaces 

 Ajax – asynchronous JavaScript and XML, exchange data with a server and update 
parts of a web page without reloading the whole page 

 MTA – message transfer agent 

 

 

Technical architecture 

A decision had been taken that the user interface should be web based. We selected tools for which 
skills existed within the company. 

The Voyage module is built on a database from Progress Software Version 10.2 B. The user web 
interface is built with HTML5 with library jQuery, jQueryUI. Communication between the user 
interface and the database is done using JSON with Ajax calls. 

The information exchange between the Swedish Maritime Administration and the Voyage 
module is done with FTP using an MTA. 
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Architecture for Voyage module 

 

GOTRIS user interface for the Voyage module 

Due to the fact that the API for the pilot planning system could not be made available for the project, 
a user interface has been developed so that the pilot planning was inserted into the voyage 
description. This UI was also used to verify, and sometime correct, the voyage data imported into 
GOTRIS from SSNS. 

 

 

 

Information architecture 

The Swedish Maritime Administration has set up an FTP account that subscribes to Port notification 
messages for the following ports in the river Göta Älv: 
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· Agnesberg, Surte, Bohus, Nol, Lödöse, Göta, Lilla Edet, Trollhättan, Vargön 

  

and in Lake Vänern: 

  

· Lidköping, Hönsäter, Otterbäcken, Kristinehamn, Karlstad, Skoghall. Gruvön, Åmål 

 

All messages are read into the Voyage module database. Each message has a unique key ‘Port Visit 
ID’. This key is used to update messages with modifications. A vessel within the GOTRIS area may call 
at several ports. Each call generates a message with a unique ‘port visit id’. This means that there 
may be multiple valid messages for a vessel at the same time. Before the Travel module sends a 
voyage message to the hub it checks that the departure and arrival times correspond to other 
announced messages. This control also adds an ‘exit point’ to the Calculation module, which will 
know when the vessel will leave the GOTRIS area. 

 

When a vessel departs from a port, a message is sent from the hub that the vessel has left port. 
When this message is sent, the record of the vessel and port in the database is also updated with 
‘Passed’, after which a new voyage message is sent to the hub without the passed port. 

 

Messages 

Input messages  

 Arrival Notification message - received from the Swedish Maritime 

Administration. This message contains information about the ETD and ETA for a specific 
Port.  

 Passed – when a ship passes an Object listed in its voyage a message is sent from the 
hub to the Voyage module. 

Output message  

 Voyage – this is a set of Objects from the Object list, as well as the ETD and ETA for a 
specific vessel. A voyage may consist of one or more ports. 

 

Step-by-step list for each message 

  

Arrival Notification message 

1) Message is received from the Swedish Maritime Administration 

2) Check if vessel exists in the vessel database by MMSI 

a) If vessel does not exist, update the database with vessel information. 

3) Record for journey is created in database. 

4) Check if there are more journeys for the same vessel that are valid. 

a) More journeys exist. Check timetable against ports. 
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Prev Port Port Next port Dep Date/Time 

SEGOT SEKSD SEKSN 20141115:13.00 

SESKO SEGRU SELKD 20141116:17.00 

SEKSN SESKO SESKO 20141116:19.00 

  

This voyage is rejected because the next port should be the same as the port in the next row. 

  

Prev Port Port Next port Dep Date/Time 

SEGOT SEKSD SEKSN 20141115:13.00 

SEKSD SEKSN SELKD 20141116:17.00 

SEKSN SELKD SESKO 20141117:13.00 

  

This voyage has been approved because the next port is the same as the port in the next row. 

  

5)  Control that exit point is registered 

a) Exit point is registered and time is updated 24 hours from the last port of departure on the ship’s 
journey. 

b)   Not registered. Create a new exit point with port GBGGPS. The time is updated 24 hours 
from the last port of departure in the ship’s journey. 

  

  

Prev Port Port Next port Dep Date/Time 

SEGOT SEKSD SEKSN 20141115:13.00 

SEKSD SEKSN SELKD 20141116:17.00 

SEKSN SELKD SESKO 20141117:13.00 

  GBGGPS   20141118:13.00 

  

The table shows complete and approved journeys that will be a voyage. 
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6)  All approved records for vessel are updated ‘Ready to send to hub’ 

 

Passed message 

1) Message is received from hub 

2) Create record in database 

3) Check if vessel for received journey exists in voyage database by MMSI 

4) Validate object code and time for passage 

a)  Data are consistent with an object that is registered 

b)  Not consistent with an object, message rejected  

6) Update record for object code for journey to ‘Passed’ 

7) Change all other entries for the vessel that are valid to ‘Ready to send to hub’ 

 

 

Voyage message 
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The Prognosis module 

Resource: SSPA 

Definitions 

 GPDS – GOTRIS Project Demonstration System: the actual software produced in the 
project 

 Object – Objects with an initial upper case letter refer to geographic objects from the 
object list. Objects with lower case initial letter refers to instances of program classes. 

 

General purpose 

The Prognosis module is a separate service in GPDS. Its purpose is to provide an itinerary for each 
boat that has a voyage on the river or Lake Vänern. Itineraries are constantly calculated, with 
updated arrival times for each of the fixed waypoints along the river as well as the calculated ETA at 
the final destination on the river or Lake Vänern. Each time an itinerary is calculated, it is published 
to the GOTRIS hub and thus made available to the other services in the system. A total of 380 million 
itineraries were calculated for the duration of the project. 

The itinerary consists of only those waypoints that the vessel will pass during its voyage. The arrival 
time at each waypoint is adjusted against all currently known restrictions, such as vessel speed 
limitations, speed limits along the river, bridge availabilities, water lock availabilities, and more. 

Technical architecture 

The information exchange between the GPDS hub and the Prognosis module is by asynchronous 
messages; technically it is a set of web services that post XML data over http. Messages have no 
order between types or between messages of the same type, not even AIS messages, although they 
usually arrive in chronological order due to the low frequency with which they are sent to the 
Prognosis module. 

The Prognosis module is a multi-threaded self-contained stateful monolith, meaning that there are 
no dependencies on databases or data files: it is simply a single program, hereafter referred to as the 
program. Upon start-up it requests a ‘reload’ of all data from the GDPS hub and then continuously 
calculates prognosiss based on the current state of ships and Objects. The program holds all 
information in two main structures: the World object and the Boats object, and it also has end points 
for all input and output messages. There is a third structure, the Prognosis object, which is only a 
container for all methods related to calculating prognosiss. 

Since all messages are sent asynchronously, the program is split into two thread groups. One 
continuously calculates prognosiss and the other receives messages that update the World and Boats 
structures. The threading and locking mechanisms between objects are not described in this report. 
With each new prognosis iteration, a complete copy of the World and Boats states is taken. 

The World object 

The World object consists of a list of segments and a set of methods. Segment is a geographical 
representation with a name, a GOTREF start point and end point. Each segment is either an Object 
from the Objects input message (see below) or a filler segment between Objects. Each segment can 
have a calendar, where calendar events typically represent bookings for a bridge either by a train or a 
ship. The World object is a superset to the Object list input message. It is a combination of the Object 
list and all calendars, as well as filler segments between Objects. The filler segments are 
implementation specific in that the current prognosis method needs every distance of the river to be 
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represented by adjacent start and end point pairs. The World object is also a superset in that it is a 
container for all methods that are related to geography.  

The Boats object 

The Boats object is a list of boats and a set of methods. Each boat has data about its position, vessel 
speed boundaries and more. The methods are for getting and setting data, calculating prognosis 
points as well as handling special cases (See Notes below) related to geography. The prognosis points 
for a boat are calculated from the boat’s position and all entries on the voyage list. 

The Prognosis object 

The Prognosis object is divided in two sets of methods, the deterministic set and the evolutionary 
set. The deterministic set contains methods for creating a baseline prognosis that takes into account 
bridge bookings, speed limits and the comfort speed of the boat. The evolutionary set contains a 
genetic algorithm that modifies the baseline prognosis to also take meetings into account. 

The Prognosis point 

A Prognosis point consists of a start point, start time and end point. A vessel’s current position 
together with its voyage is converted into a set of prognosis points. A sub-prognosis is calculated for 
each prognosis point. Sub-prognosiss are then combined into a single prognosis for a vessel. 

Information architecture 

GOTREF 

Description 

The coordinate system in GPDS is a one-dimensional reference system, a projection of WGS84 
positions onto a set of line segments that follow the river Göta Älv. It is referred to as GOTREF 
(GOTRIS Reference System) and is a coordinate in metres. 

The GOTREF start point is ~200 metres west of the Älvsborgsbron bridge, and it then follows the 
outer bounds of the water in the river up to Lake Vänern. 

The projection is made from WGS84 decimal degrees and therefore the distances of line segments, 
e.g. the GOTREF coordinate uses the ESPG:4326 projection and spheroid for distances. 

Usage 

GOTREF is the basis of all calculations in the Prognosis module. Vessels’ positions in WGS84 are 
projected onto the line segments to obtain the GOTREF position of the ship. All geographical Objects 
have a start point and end point given in GOTREF. 

Remarks 

The use of one-dimensional coordinate systems has its drawbacks, especially outside the confined 
space of the river. In the case of GPDS, there were problems when vessels entered Lake Vänern since 
with GOTREF they were all projected on to a line extending from the last GOTREF segment. This 
made prognosiss between ports in Lake Vänern inexact.  
On the other hand, a projection in one dimension is necessary, in fact probably inevitable when 
dealing with prognosis in a river, this is because distances have to follow the river, and simple 
distances between two points are not enough to calculate the time to drive between them. 
In a future implementation it would probably be best to mix them, to hold a separate distance table 
where positions can be looked up, and to let all Objects be given in WGS84 bounding boxes. 
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Note that this change will probably have a big effect on the complexity of calculating a prognosis with 
all the constraints, such as speed limits, meeting zones and more. 

Messages 

Communication between the modules in the GPDS is designed as messages that are passed between 
the GPDS hub and the Prognosis module. Below is a list of input and output messages and a short 
description of their content. 

Input messages 

 Objects – A complete set of Objects is sent from the GPDS hub. See description of 
the hub for details on the Object list. An Object includes information about the GOTREF start 
and end point, type, open and close time intervals in case of bridges, etc. 

 Ship data – The speed boundaries (min, max and comfort speed), MMSI and more for 
each ship. 

 Voyage data – Each ship can have a voyage. This is a set of Objects from the Object 
list, as well as ETD and ETA for each of them. 

 AIS – AIS information for each ship. The Prognosis module uses MMSI, SOG, COG and 
position projected to GOTREF. 

 Calendar – Calendar data are represented as events. Each event has an object, start 
and end time and possibly an MMSI if it is a booking for a ship. 

 Manual mode – This is an override message that will remove further prognosiss for 
this ship. 

Output messages 

 Passed – When a ship passes an Object listed in its voyage a message is sent back to 
the GPDS hub. The GPDS hub calculates a new voyage for that ship, which is returned as 
input; see above. 

 Manual Mode – This is the corresponding message to Manual Mode as an input 
message. Should the Prognosis module fall into an unrecoverable state for a boat, then this is 
the option to remove the boat from further prognosis. (Not used in GPDS) 

 Prognosis – A prognosis is calculated for each boat that has a voyage. The prognosis 
is a set of time points for each Object between the current position of the boat and the 
destination, or for all Objects between each destination Object in the voyage. 

 Speed recommendation – Each time a new prognosis is calculated, the speed 
between the current position and the first Object is calculated. If the speed differs from that 
of the last prognosis then it is sent as a speed recommendation. 

 Reload – Reload is a convenience method. It is used during start-up to trigger 
sending of all input messages. 

Step-by-step list for each output message 

Passed 

1. AIS message is received 

2. Look up ship by MMSI in the Boats list 
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3. If ship position is between the start and end position of the first destination in the 
voyage then mark this ship as being at the destination and return 

4. If this is a special case destination then return. See Notes on Special case 
destinations below. 

5. If none of the above and ship position is not at destination and the mark at 
destination was previously set, then send the Passed message 

6. If we are moving away from destination, then send the Passed message. Moving 
away is defined as the ship having an increasing distance to the destination for 10 
consecutive AIS messages. 

Prognosis 

1. The prognosis calculations are set to run every 30 seconds 

2. Calculate prognosis points for all boats, sort them by: 

a. Boats with AIS first 

i. Southbound first, southernmost first 

ii. Then northbound, northernmost first 

b. Then the rest in order of FRS 

3. Clear all temporary calendars for all Objects with a calendar 

4. Copy over all calendar contents to each temporary calendar 

5. Iterate prognosis points 

6. If this is a prognosis inside Lake Vänern, calculate the time to drive at comfort speed. 
Continue with the next prognosis point. 

7. If start point is outside the river, calculate the time to get to the river 

8. If end point is outside the river, calculate the time to get from the river 

9. Move prognosis point by subtracting time differences from 7 & 8, prognosis point is 
then inside the river 

10. Get segment indices for prognosis point from the World object 

11. Deterministic prognosis start 

12. Calculate initial prognosis 

a. Go with comfort speed unless there is a speed limit 

13. Refine prognosis 

a. Iterate all Objects that have a temporary calendar 

b. If there is a booking for this boat, make sure to get there on time 

c. If there is a booking for someone else, try to avoid it by: 

i. Going faster but do not exceed max speed or speed 
limit 

ii. Else go slower and pass after the booking 

14. Back propagate any speed changes made in 13, without breaking speed limits, back 
until previous Object with a temporary calendar 
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15. Evolutionary prognosis start 

16. Convert the speed for each segment that is returned from the deterministic 
prognosis into a set of genes 

17. Create a population by random small mutations of the genes, i.e. small speed 
changes 

18. Evaluate the population: 

a. Force speed limit, meaning adjust the genes to not allow values 
outside speed limits 

b. Punish hard for breaking bookings 

c. Punish hard for meetings outside meeting zones 

d. Punish soft for deviance from the comfort speed 

e. Punish soft for differences in speed between adjacent segments 

19. Select the two best individuals and repeat from 17 until convergence is achieved 

20. Update all temporary calendars with the prognosis for this boat 

21. Update the boat speed from the first segment in the prognosis (see Speed 
recommendation message) 

22. Continue with the next prognosis point and return to 5 

23. Iterate for all prognosiss and set collision flag where boats have meetings 

24. Send message 

Speed recommendation 

1. If the update of speed in 21 under prognosis message results in a speed change then 
send a message 

Notes on special case destinations 

There are a number of special case destinations for which the Passed message is never sent. 

 Do not send Passed when west of Vinga as ships can take routes that, when 
projected to GOTREF, make them appear to be heading away from their destination. 

 Do not send Passed if ship position is in Lake Vänern and the destination is on the 
river or west of Älvsborgsbron, for the same reason as above. 

 Do not send Passed if ship position is on Lake Vänern and destination is Lidköping or 
Gruvön, as they round an island, which makes it look like they are moving away. 

Remarks 

The chosen asynchronous design with messages adds much complexity to the inner workings of the 
Prognosis module, as all states of all Objects and Boats need constant updating. There are very few 
advantages of this design from the view of the Prognosis module.  
A future implementation should investigate designing the input for prognosis as a complete state of 
the system, i.e. that all Objects, calendars, boat positions, etc. are sent in one single unit, as input. 
With such a design, the caller will set the frequency of prognosis instead of a fixed time interval, as is 
the case with GPDS. 
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The handling of meetings was eventually turned off. This was because the evolutionary algorithm 
found alternative, but almost equal in terms of evolutionary fitness, solutions with sometimes very 
different arrival times, which in turn meant that the prognosis would flicker too much. This could be 
investigated further or a deterministic algorithm for meetings developed, each of course with its own 
difficulties.  
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The GOTRIS FrontEnd 

General purpose 

The FrontEnd is the interface/API with which all user interfaces communicate, and it is responsible 
for validation and permission for the users. It also implements the Open API for use by third-party 
developers. In the prototype, we have developed the GUI for the pilots and for traffic management, 
but in a real implementation the Swedish Maritime Administration could very well implement the 
Pilot GUI itself to better integrate with its existing applications using the API of the FrontEnd. This is 
also true for the GUI for traffic management; it could also be implemented by the Swedish Transport 
Administration using the API of the FrontEnd. 

Technical architecture 

A database that keeps information received from the hub and saves the information that is to be 
sent to the hub. The FrontEnd only keeps current information; it does not save history, i.e. last 
received Calendar, Prognosis, Recommendation, etc. 

The GUI is built by HTML5 pages, CSS, jQuery and jQuery UI and communicates with the FrontEnd 
server with AJAX/AJAJ calls. One of the main reasons for choosing these techniques was that it 
should depend of a specific platform but be able to run on any hardware platform and operating 
system. 

Screenshot of GUI 
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Communication architecture 

The information exchange between the hub and the FrontEnd is Web services (post of XML data over 
http) both to and from the hub.  

The following operations are implemented for the hub to post data: 

save_Calendar Receive Calendar (Confirmed slots/bookings) 

save_Conditions Receive weather data, water flow, etc. 

save_Object Receive Objects/Obstacles 

save_Objectwarning Receive warning that itinerary cannot be met 

save_Prognosis Receive prognosis for vessel passing objects 

save_Recommendation Receive speed recommendations 

save_Voyage Receive Itinerary 

 

There is a FrontEnd API (used by GUI) implemented in WebSpeed that receives get or post 
parameters and returns a Json data set.  

There is also an Open API implemented in the FrontEnd that is built using WebSpeed. This can be 
used to get active vessels, bridges and bridge openings. These are active webpages that receive get 
or post parameter and return a JSON dataset (Ex : 
http://81.91.11.49/scripts/cgiip.exe/WService=inportnet8gp/OpenAPI/BridgeAllocationHandler/curr
entDayBridgeAllocations.html?objectId=MARIEHOLM&HourAhead=3) 

Example of call to Open API 
(http://81.91.11.49/scripts/cgiip.exe/WService=inportnet8gp/OpenAPI/BridgeOpening/nextConfirme
dOpening.html?objectId=MARIEHOLM) 

{ 

    "Error": false, 

    "ErrorMessage": null, 

    "VesselPassage": { 

        "fromTime": "2014-09-29T11:20:06.000+02:00", 

        "toTime": "2014-09-29T11:30:06.000+02:00", 

        "duration": 10, 

        "timestamp": "2014-09-29T11:30:11.000+02:00", 

        "bridge": { 

            "objectId": "MARIEHOLM", 

            "timestamp": "2014-03-28T09:20:47.000+01:00", 

            "bridgeName": "Marieholmsbron", 

            "height": 0, 

http://81.91.11.49/scripts/cgiip.exe/WService=inportnet8gp/OpenAPI/BridgeAllocationHandler/currentDayBridgeAllocations.html?objectId=MARIEHOLM&HourAhead=3
http://81.91.11.49/scripts/cgiip.exe/WService=inportnet8gp/OpenAPI/BridgeAllocationHandler/currentDayBridgeAllocations.html?objectId=MARIEHOLM&HourAhead=3
http://81.91.11.49/scripts/cgiip.exe/WService=inportnet8gp/OpenAPI/BridgeAllocationHandler/currentDayBridgeAllocations.html?objectId=MARIEHOLM&HourAhead=3
http://81.91.11.49/scripts/cgiip.exe/WService=inportnet8gp/OpenAPI/BridgeAllocationHandler/currentDayBridgeAllocations.html?objectId=MARIEHOLM&HourAhead=3
http://81.91.11.49/scripts/cgiip.exe/WService=inportnet8gp/OpenAPI/BridgeOpening/nextConfirmedOpening.html?objectId=MARIEHOLM
http://81.91.11.49/scripts/cgiip.exe/WService=inportnet8gp/OpenAPI/BridgeOpening/nextConfirmedOpening.html?objectId=MARIEHOLM
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            "pointA": { 

                "longitude": 11.99367, 

                "latitude": 57.72903, 

                "passageTime": null, 

                "objectId": null 

            }, 

            "pointB": { 

                "longitude": 11.99372, 

                "latitude": 57.72914, 

                "passageTime": null, 

                "objectId": null 

            }, 

            "currentStatus": { 

                "Status": "", 

                "timestamp": "2014-11-11T13:37:19.004+01:00" 

            } 

        }, 

        "vessel": { 

            "objectId": 220487000, 

            "timestamp": "2013-09-23T09:45:31.000+02:00", 

            "vesselName": "SINE BRES", 

            "imoNo": 9364150, 

            "mmsiNo": 220487000, 

            "homePort": "", 

            "owner": "", 

            "currentRoute": null, 

            "currentStationaryLocation": { 

                "longitude": 11.4502897263, 

                "latitude": 57.6441383362, 

                "passageTime": null, 

                "objectId": null 

            }, 

            "currentGoodsDangerous": false 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

 

 

User interface 
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Before the development of the interface was started, a primary study at the pilot centre and the 
train control centre was done. Users had to come up with suggestions on what to show in the 
interface. Pilots wanted as little information as possible. It should be easy; they just wanted to look 
and no confirmations should be made. 

The train control centre wanted an overview of the vessels that would pass an object during the day. 
It should be as simple as possible to confirm a passage. During the project there has been continual 
development of the interface, including building train times into the application. 

During the project, students at Chalmers Interaction Design and Technology were given a final 
project to design a GOTRIS interface. It was a two week project and should resolve into a simple 
prototype. 

 

Design; Szymaszek,Lindberg,  (Chalmers, 2013) 

Some of the prototypes can be seen in APPENDIX 11 Interaction design prototypes 
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Information architecture 

General  

In a real implementation the user register should be personalised (connected to a specific individual) 
instead of using generic usernames. If the GUI is not implemented by the Swedish Maritime 
Administration and the Swedish Transport Administration themselves, the authentication of the user 
needs to be better integrated with the authentication that already exists at the Swedish Maritime 
Administration and the Swedish Transport Administration to allow a ‘single sign on’ and not force 
‘multiple sign ons’ to the application the user uses. 

Information integration 

All data flows handled by the GOTRIS hub are depicted under The GOTRIS hub chapter earlier in this 
document. The figure is colour significant, with red messages being inbound and green outbound 
from the GOTRIS hub perspective. It is worth noting that the interface to the city of Gothenburg has 
not been implemented in the GOTRIS pilot due to time/financial constraints and the fact that the 
Prognosis module currently does not use water depth in the calculations. Specific details for all 
messages, including examples and logic applied to some of them, can be found in Appendix 12: 
GOTRIS SAD.  

The Swedish Transport Administration (train information) 

The GOTRIS hub subscribes to train timetables and train running data from UTIN, STA external 
interface for this kind of data. Specific details regarding these data flows can be found under The 
Train module chapter earlier in this document. 

SafeSeaNet 

According to EU directives, all vessels exceeding 300 GT must report a call to a port or anchoring 
area, hazardous goods cargoes, and vessel-generated waste at least 24 hours prior to arrival. For this 
purpose, the EU has established a central information system, SafeSeaNet, to which each member 
country should transfer information from national systems. In Sweden, the Swedish Maritime 
Administration is responsible for compiling this information.  

Pilot assignments 

Initially, it was thought that the Voyage module would be integrated into the pilots’ system, but 
due to difficulties accessing the internal API of SMA pilot-system, from an outside, project platform, 
the Voyage module was supplemented with a manual registration function for pilots. 

Vessel database 

The current vessel database comes from what InPort had at hand. It is expanded continuously with 
information received via AIS (Automatic Identification System) and SSN (SafeSeaNet). The new 
information typically only consists of Vessel name, Call sign, Imo no., mmsi no., Gross weight and 
Nationality. The rest has to be manually entered in the GOTRIS system. 

There are vessel registers (Lloyd’s Register) where the information can be obtained, but due to 
pricing and time constraint this was not implemented in the Pilot implementation but should 
probably be in a real implementation. 

SMA AIS 
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AIS data are received from the Swedish Maritime Administration (SMA). SMA makes AIS data 
available as a TCP socket to which NMEA encoded data are continuously written, separated by line 
breaks. 
The NMEA data are unpacked and an area filter is applied. The area in GPDS is set to: 

Upper right point – E 14.2, N 59.4 

Lower left point – E 11.45, N 57.55 

Each AIS message is then converted into XML and sent to the Swedish Transport Administration over 
http. 

Remarks 

In GPDS, all AIS data are sent over, even if only a small fraction of them are actually used. In GPDS, 
the AIS message frequency has been a big obstacle to handle in terms of performance, at the 
Swedish Transport Administration. This due to the frequency combined with the fact that the XML 
conversion multiplies the amount of data by a factor of 100. In a future system this should be 
streamlined to only send what is actually needed. 

Technical view - End note 

The GPDS have been developed as a research and development project, not aiming to make GPDS 
and its submodules a product. However the software and specifications are available to the GOTRIS 
partners according to terms stated in the GOTRIS project agreement.  

The platform can be further developed into a ready-to-run application, but several areas stated in 
this document needs to be addressed. There are many lessons learned during the project and some 
of them have been taken care of during the project, and some have been documented and left for a 
future implementation of GOTRIS. Conclusions and reccomendations for future development have 
been documented in Part 1 of this documentation. 
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Appendix 

- Appendix 1: GOTRIS information flows 

- Appendix 2: GOTRIS hub SAD, Design View 

- Appendix 3: GOTRIS information model 

- Appendix 4: GOTRIS UTIN module 

- Appendix 5 Interaction design examples 


